Activities connected to Open Access performed by Central Library and Department of Science and Research of Charles University

Lú Panchártek Suchá
Radka Římanová
OA BACKGROUND ON CU

• 17 autonomous faculties
  • own budget and economic system
  • own management
  • own libraries
  • own department of Science & Research
  • different experience with publishing

• Lot library employees are not „librarians“ and they are not familiar with publishing policy

• Employee turnover

• Aim: to have one OA coordinator on each faculty
OPEN ACTIVITIES OF CENTRAL LIBRARY

• Open Librarian Course OK² (CZE only)
  • Frontal course
  • Moodle course
• Every faculty has at least one educated OA coordinator (yup!)
• Huge support of individual OA activities
• University repository (now – mostly theses)
• Open data policy in progress (2020 large open project)
NATIONALWIDE TASK

• To map expenses on:
  • OA publishing
  • Non-OA subscription (my responsibility)

• Reason: To have exact numbers for e-resources negotiation (from 2021)

• Date: 3 months (during summer!)

• WE MANAGE IT!

• Thanks to network of prepared and educated OA coordinators who want to cooperate
Thank you for two wonderful days in Vilnius

lucie.panchartek.sucha@ruk.cuni.cz
radka.rimanova@ruk.cuni.cz
https://library.cuni.cz/